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From Our Executive Director
Last year as I wrote this note, I thought nothing could top
the highs and lows of 2020. And then, just six days into
the new year, we elected Georgia’s first Jewish and Black
Senators hours before an armed insurrection stormed
the Capitol. As a violent mob desecrated one of the
most venerable institutions in our country, a place that
represents the values of a democracy I and my comrades
fought to defend, we were holding our fourth virtual
Veterans Organizing Institute for 30 veterans from around
the country. Those of us presenting that day were rattled
and weary, but nothing was going to stop us from moving
forward. And that has been the theme of yet another
tumultuous year.
Common Defense was founded in 2016, with a simple
hashtag—#VetsVsHate. And while our efforts revolved
around the vicious hate speech of a then-Presidential
candidate, the essential truth of that hashtag is more
relevant now than ever before.

Common Defense
grew more in the
past 12 months
than in the
previous four
years combined.

As you’ll see in these pages, Common Defense grew more in
the past 12 months than in the previous four years combined.
From our direct role in ending the war in Afghanistan
and advocating for an ethical withdrawal, to our deep
in-state organizing efforts around voting rights in Arizona and West Virginia; from our nationwide
base building, to the launch of a sweeping new climate justice campaign —we haven’t let the ongoing
effects of the pandemic slow us down for a moment.

We know from our experiences fighting abroad and at home that the conditions will never be perfect
for progress. We work with what we have, we bring the full range of our skills to every battle we fight,
and if we’re lucky, we do it all alongside a team we trust and love.
That team is you. Thanks for being in the trenches with us.
Onwards,

José Vasquez
Army Veteran
Common Defense, Executive Director
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OUR STORY
In 2016, a group of veterans stood
up against the rise of fascism and
white supremacy with the hashtag
#VetsVsHate, which went viral and began
dispelling the myth that veterans are a
conservative monolith.
A hashtag turned into Common Defense,
a membership-based movement of
progressive veterans which grew rapidly,
now incorporating a 501c3 training
institute for veteran organizers, a
501c4 to influence policy and carry out
endorsements, and a PAC for targeted
electoral support.
Common Defense grew more in 2021
than in the previous four years combined.
Our staff, geographic reach and budget
grew exponentially as the transformative
impact of our work became widely
recognized across the country.

#VetsVsHate
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OUR MEMBERS
Today Common Defense stands proudly
as a movement of 300,000 veterans, family
members and civilian supporters who are
fighting for a more equitable, peaceful and
inclusive society.
Through weekly membership calls, ongoing
training offerings, and a thriving Speakers and
Writers Bureau, members are given consistent
opportunities to build community, sharpen
organizing skills, utilize their veteran voice
to advocate for issues that matter to them,
and deepen their commitment to Common
Defense and to progressive values.
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Sylvia Gonzalez Andersh, Air Force
veteran, and Marie Delus, Marine veteran

I’ve done more these past
two months than I’ve done
with any other veterans
organization I’ve ever
been with for years.”
-Tammy Offutt, Army veteran

I feel like I finally
found my people here
in Common Defense,
veterans I can actually
relate to!”

-Chase Linko-Looper, Army veteran

Our Work
ENDING THE FOREVER WAR
The Biden administration’s April decision to formally withdraw all US troops from Afghanistan and
end our longest war was one of Common Defense’s greatest accomplishments and stands as a
strong proof of concept of our methodology. Our End the Forever War pledge, signed by eight
2020 presidential candidates, had a major impact on the DNC platform and narrative strategy, and
coincided with a trend in notable presidential candidates’ stances on the issue.
Our community watched with heartbreak as the Taliban’s stronghold over Afghanistan intensified
throughout the summer. In the days following this escalation, Common Defense led a coalition of veterans
groups and played an active role in ongoing dialogue between State Department, military officials and
humanitarian organizations in advocating for the swift evacuation and resettlement of our Afghan allies.
In September, Common Defense launched a social media campaign called #WelcomeAfghanNeighbors,
which flooded Twitter with video messages from veterans welcoming Afghan refugees into the United
States. Beyond those welcome messages, the campaign calls for ongoing efforts to ensure the safety
of Afghan refugees and urges Congress to pass an Afghan Adjustment Act in order to secure a future
for our Afghan allies who are in the process of settling in the U.S.
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Our Work
VETERANS FOR DEMOCRACY
Veterans are effective and trusted messengers on many issues, but our members have particular
credibility when advocating for the democratic rights we swore to uphold and risked our lives
to defend. As the fight for voting rights intensified this year, we carried out deep organizing in
states critical to the passage of the Freedom to Vote bill. Through a combination of constituency
mobilization, direct lobbying, earned media, and paid television and digital ads featuring the voices
of disabled veterans, Common Defense waged a multi-pronged strategic campaign in AZ and WV to
influence Senator Manchin and Senator Sinema to prioritize the rights of the American people, and
disabled vets who need easy access to the ballot box, over blind allegiance to the filibuster.
Common Defense engineered a million dollar ad campaign focused on the resignation of five of
Sinema’s Veterans Advisory Council members, which captured the news cycle for a week and moved
Sinema on prescription drug coverage. In addition, during this period Common Defense members:
had multiple meetings with Senators Manchin and Sinema, held a #VetsforDemocracy Virtual Rally on
August 12th featuring dozens of veterans from AZ and WV, with videos of support from Sens. Tester,
Baldwin, and Brown, and organized a mobilization of veterans to DC to advocate for the passage of
Build Back Better and the Freedom to Vote Act.
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Our Work
ELECTORAL ADVOCACY
Directly following the 2020 defeat of Donald
Trump, where Common Defense organizers
were stationed in North Carolina, Arizona and
Maine conducting persuasion and get out the
vote campaigns, our staff and membership
pivoted to focus on the Georgia Senate runoff.
In approximately six weeks we sent 490,691
texts to voters in Georgia, leveraging the
veteran voice in an appeal to vote for now
Senators Ossoff and Warnock. We received an
engagement rate of 16.5%, which is significantly
higher than other organization’s GOTV efforts.
In October, Common Defense brought 50
veterans to DC to meet with members of
Congress about the Veterans for Democracy
campaign. Rep. Susan Wild (PA-07), whom
Common Defense endorsed during the previous
elections, hosted us at the House Triangle
for a press conference. Thanks to Rep. Wild’s
leadership, Rep. Mary Gay Scanlan (PA-05), Rep.
Sharice Davids (KS-03), and Rep. Rashida Tlaib
(MI-03) also attended the press conference and
spoke in support. As many allies continue to
push for Democracy legislation, our relationship
with House and Senate offices, including
Majority Leader Sen. Chuck Schumer’s office,
has been integral to our strategic impact on this
campaign and we look forward to continuing to
build these key relationships.
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Our Work
TRAINING
Through our flagship training program, the non-partisan Veterans Organizing Institute (VOI), we provide members
with the support necessary to develop volunteers and activists into organizers with a clear understanding of the
policy and politics landscape. During the course of the four day training, members receive the tools needed to
navigate their local organizing terrain, hone a persuasive narrative strategy, and execute winning campaigns.

Demographic breakdown of VOI attendees
Immigrant: 6
Women: 21
Disabled: 14
BIPOC: 20

LGBTQ+: 11

In 2021, VOI held four foundational training cohorts, twice the
number of any prior year, that
reached a total of 65 veteran
participants. These virtual cohorts
welcomed audiences from 25
states and Washington DC. We
continued our partnership with
organized labor as 16 members
of the Communications Workers
of America participated in VOI
in 2021.

NOTE: This breakdown is not meant to be exhaustive or speak to the intersectionality of VOI attendee
demographics—some attendees may identify as more than one of these categories.

This training was an amazing opportunity to learn about the power of
veterans organizing, develop and practice the necessary skills, and

plug into a powerful network of veteran organizers. VOI training is a

must-have for any veteran who is willing to continue their service in the
political arena.”

-Murat M. Akaydin, Army veteran
VOI was a new discovery for me. Working with Common Defense and

learning about the work they are doing with organizing and mobilizing
fellow veterans to come together and fight for equity and rights in a
non combative manner was great! It gave me resources and tools to
use with my personal life and with my CWA Union as well.”

-Eric Jones, CWA and Army veteran
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Our 2022 Strategy
In addition to continuing the work described throughout, Common Defense is launching a new
strategic campaign, Veterans for Climate Justice. Highlighting the inextricable connection between
foreign policy and climate, and ensuring that veterans are a core constituency of the emerging
movement for global climate justice, a primary goal of the campaign is to ensure that climate justice is
at the forefront of the 2022 midterm elections.
Building upon our organizing successes in Arizona and West Virginia, in 2022 Common Defense will
launch our Five State Strategy by cultivating durable grassroots power in strategically critical states.
By expanding staff and member infrastructure in AZ, and building new teams with at least one fulltime hire and two organizing fellows in four new states (GA, PA, NC, and WI) we will leverage the
power of the veteran voice and the momentum of our movement for progressive wins in the 2022
midterms and beyond.
None of this work is possible without our community of partners, advocates and allies.

Common Defense’s Political Director Naveed Shah had the incredible honor to witness history in the making as
Pres. Joe Biden signed the Infrastructure Bill into law, alongside fellow veterans advocate Kristofer Goldsmith.
“I truly believe that 50 years from now, historians are going to look back at this moment and say, ‘That’s the
moment America began to win the competition of the 21st century.’” - Pres. Joe Biden
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We are in a period of exciting growth, and the need for our organizing model and theory of
change has never been more clear. Our work is carried out by our members and made possible
by the support and allyship of our donors, institutional funders and partners—we get stronger
with every member and every dollar raised.

this movement.
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Membership Esti Lamonaca | esti@commondefense.us
Veterans Organizing Institute Janice Jamison | janice@commondefense.us
Electoral work and endorsements
Naveed Shah | naveed@commondefense.us
| kyle@commondefense.us
Issue
based
campaigns
Kyle
Bibby
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Media and press inquiries
Stephanie Flores | stephanie@commondefense.us

To learn about ways to give
and serving on our
Advisory Committee,
contact Jessica James
development@commondefense.us

